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Effective Physics 


Analogies 

Allan G. Harrison 

T he abstract nature of physics concepts particularly challenges 
teachers and students. For instance, how do we describe forces, in 

particular, forces that act at a distance, like gravity, magnetism, and elec
tric force? How can we explain refraction? A ray of light bends toward the 
normal as it passes from air to water because it slows down, but why does 
it slow down and how does this slowing down change the direction of a 
photon? And how do we easily explain nuclear decay and radioactivity? 
Sophisticated quantum explanations are available to physicists, but where 
are the everyday explanations that school teachers can use with elemen
tary and middle school students? 

The answer, of course, is to use analogies and models. 
In A Brief History of Time (Hawking, 1988) at least 74 everyday analo

gies were used to explain astrophysics and quantum ideas; in Six Easy 
Pieces, Richard Feynman (1994) employed 12 analogies to explain "Atoms 
in Motion" (his first chapter); and history shows that Robert Boyle, 
Christian Huygens, Johannes Kepler, and James Clerk Maxwell all used 
analogies to solve conceptual problems. So remember, whenever you 
invent or modify an analogy to help your students' learning, you're in 
excellent company. 

Here follow three particularly valuable groups of analogies as they 
apply to high school physics classes: 
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176 Analogies for Teaching Science 

1. Analogies for Light 

A ray direction when air into water 
because it Refraction of light compared 
to the way change direction. works because 
students can waves slowing down 

water into a shallower course, this phe
nn"tr::lt".rl before the water waves 

and light made. Ripples in a re an excellent 
way to demonstrate refraction of water waves. The analogy between water 
waves and light waves is productive because it also explains the diffrac
tion of light. Student understanding is advanced even further when the 
water wave analogy is augmented by the analogy of the pair of wheels 
rolling from a smooth to a rough surface, featured later in this chapter and 
in Treagust, Harrison, Venville and Dagher (1996). 

2. Field Analogies 

distance are best explained about gravity 
fields. The field analogy 

and sport fields, crops, battles, 
or games agriculture, plants, soil are inti
mately related, affected by what parts of the 
field. There are specific rules and relationships that apply inside it. For 
instance, on a sports field or battlefield, the addition or loss of a star player 
or the introduction or destruction of a major weapon affects all parts of the 
field. Players and soldiers know to some degree what each other is doing 
and respond to overall changes in the ebb and flow of power. The Field 
Analogy explains how a magnet affects every magnetic substance in its 
field of influence. A magnetic field models the way that magnetism works 
within and Other than the there is no effec
tive way to fields puzzled 
Faraday and mathematical 
equations pulleys, and 
strings that (Nersessian, 1992). 

3. for Electricity 

More analogies and models have been used to explain electrical cir
cuits than for any other science concept. Electricity is used everywhere, yet 
it is so counterintuitive. For example, in series circuits, electric energy is 
shared between lightbulbs like water is shared between sprinklers along a 
hose. This analogy suggests that as lightbulbs are added to a series circuit, 
more current should flow, but the reverse happens. This is a question that 
only The Electric Field Analogy can help solve. 

But there paradox: Add lightbulbs series circuit, and 
they all get lightbulbs side by circuit, and 
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all are equally bright (within limits). The analogy that ,vorks is one that 
shows that para are independent 
hall with two or sets of doors satisfies 

faster when two 
independent parallel 

The other conception for electric 
lem of why the current isn't used up. Lightbulbs grow dim after a 
and batteries go flat. Something must be used up. Grayson (1994) says the 
problem comes from confusing current with energy-current is conserved 
while the battery's energy is used up. This is right, and students more 
readily exchange the misconception of consumed current for the under
standing that energy is transferred when multiple current conservation 
analogies are employed. Students need the correct terminology, and they 
need logical provide these 
multiple analogies for explaining 

The most popu analogies are those tha 
cuits and water 999, p. 535). Water 
useful for demonstra electricity flows, but that's 
of these analogies conclusion that electricity 
that electricity leaks out onto the carpet from electric sockets that have no 
plugs in them. The incorrect inference that electricity is a material fluid 
supports the idea of current being used up because water is rarely recy
cled in the students' homes; it is used up and lost. Why shouldn't they con
clude that current is used up? 

Science educators should use The Continuous Train, Bicycle Chain, 
and Student M&M's to reinforce the notion 
conserved, not & Freyberg, 1985). 
concepts effectivciy, I a set of two or three 
from the list below, numbered 8-14 because 
found in the second chapter: 

8. The Water Circuit Analogy for Electric Current 

9. The Water Pressure Analogy for Voltage 

10. The Shared Water Flow Analogy 

11. The School Gymnasium Analogy for Parallel Circuits 

12. The Continuous for Current 
Circuit 

13. The M&M's for Electric Current 

14. The Field Circuits 

As you see, these seven analogies include the Water Circuit Analogy, but 
it should never be used on its own-it engenders too many misconceptions. 
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First, here are seven additional physics analogies: 

1. 	The Dominoes and Books Analogy for Conduction of Heat 

2. 	 The Gravity Warps Space-Time Analogy for Bending Starlight 

3. 	 The Supernova Cola Analogy for Exploding Stars 

4. 	 The Matches, Mousetraps, and Dominos Analogies for Nuclear 
Fission 

5. 	 The Eye Is Like a Camera Analogy 

6. 	 The Pair of Wheels Analogy for the Refraction of Light 

7. 	Bridging Analogies for the Balanced Forces of a Book on a Table 

The DOlTIinoes and Books 

Analogy for Conduction of Heat 


Heat transfer by conduction is easy to feel and demonstrate. If you simul
taneously heat the ends of steel, copper, and aluminum rods, you can mea
sure the rates that heat travels along them. Another way is to hold the ends 
of a wooden skewer and a piece of wire in a candle flame. You quickly 
drop the wire but you can hold the wooden stick even when it's on fire. 

Mrs. Jones had her Grade 8 students feel the water tap, bench top, a 
sweater, and a pencil, asking, "What do they feel like?" Knowing that the 
lesson was about heat, students said, "[The] faucets feel colder than the 
bench top and that's cooler than the pencil and my sweater feels warm." 
Mrs. Jones handed out some thermometers and asked the students to try 
and measure the temperature of the objects they had felt. Discussion fol
lowed on how to lay the thermometer bulb on the objects and for how long 
to make it a fair test. Most students agreed that the objects that felt differ
ent were in fact about the same temperature. They talked about experi
mental error; then Mrs. Jones directed the class to a demonstration she had 
set up while they had used their thermometers (see Figure 8.1). 

For a couple of minutes they talked about metals-iron, copper, and 
aluminum. "Which one conducts heat fastest ... what's slowest?" Some 
students also asked, "How does a metal conduct heat and why's wood a 
bad conductor?" Anticipating this question, Mrs. Jones turned to her 
books and domino analogy. 

The class had talked about kinetic theory, so the students were famil
iar with particle ideas. Mrs. Jones said that the books represented the 
atoms or molecules that make up the metals and wood. The dominoes rep
resented electrons that are free to move around in metals but not free to 
move in wood or plastic. 
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Figure 8.1 The Dominoes and Books Analogy for Metal Conduction 

Mrs. Jones said, "If I push this end book over, what happens?" She did 
so, and each book fell onto the next book, pushing it over and so on for 
about 20 books. She stood the books up again and then asked two girls to 
help her. "When I say 'go,' I want Gail to push the first book over like I just 
did and Sal to push the first domino over at the same time." When she said 
"go," the girls pushed over the end book and domino. The line of books 
fell slowly but the dominoes fell nearly three times faster. She then used 
this analogy to explain conduction: 

Mrs. Jones: 	 Metals are different from other sorts of substances because 
their electrons are free to move. In metals there are lots of free 
electrons, and this is why metals are very good conductors. 
In metals we've got our big particles-these books are like 
atoms-and the dominoes, the little ones, represent free elec
trons. Little dominoes move lots faster than big books. Now 
when I heat one end of the metal, as well as making the par
ticles vibrate, the free electrons also vibrate, so we've got a 
double way of passing on the vibrations. Nonconductors like 
wood and plastic don't have free electrons, only very big 
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molecules, so in metals, the vibrations or heat travels much 
faster.... You saw that the books fell slowly and the domi
noes fell quickly. It's the free electrons that make metals good 
conductors. 

Mrs. Jones: 	 What state of matter do you think would be the worst 
conductor? 

Student: 	 Gases 

Mrs. Jones: 	 That's right, gases. Why are gases the worst conductor? 

Student: 	 Because the particles are so far apart that they don't touch 
each other. 

Mrs. Jones: 	 That's good. [They are] so far apart they can't touch each 
other when they vibrate. Gases are like having one book here, 
and the next book might be right at the end of the bench.... 
So it does not matter how much I heat this gas particle, there 
is no way it is going to pass on its vibrations. So metals are 
the best, then solids, then liquids, and gases are pretty poor. 

The Dominoes and Books Analogy 
for Conduction of Heat 

F~us , I Concept 

I 

Students. 

Analog 

Conduction of heat relies ~:m particlEiS, 
Studet'ts can visualize solids as close 
particle~ that jostle each pther and 
transmit heat energy from o:t:te particle 
toanothet; m~tals ' conduct heat quickly 
while wood, plastic, and cloth are poor 
conductors because of the difference 
in structure. 

Students are fam,iHar with lines of people 
jostling each other and that materials are 
~ood or poor conductors of heat. 

-
Lines of dominoes, close but not 

. tQuching, will all fall over if the first 
domino falls onto the next one. Books 
st<Jod up like dominoes also fall in a line 
if the first is disturbed but much less 
quickly. 
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Reflection 

Dominoe~f~ 
qUickly one 
in a line . 
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The Dominoes and Books Analogy 
for Conduction of Heat (Continued) 

I ' " Did I carefully negotiate the shared and 
, un~haredattributes, and did we draw a 

suitable conclusion? 

Science Content Standard B, Physical Science, Grades 5-8: "Properties and 
changes of properties in matteriTransfer of energy." The Dominoes and 
Books Analogy shows that conduction is a "change [that] involves energy 
transfer" and that substances have characteristic properties such as 
conductivity (NAS, 1996, p. 154-155). 

Suggested Prepare for the analogical explanation by having students 
teaching assess a variety of objects for coldness, establish that 
strategies coldness is a function of conductivity, and demonstrate the 

analogy when students ask how and why some materials are 
good conductors and others are not. 

Resources 	 Thermometers, 20 similar sized books (e.g., encyclopedia 
set). Two boxes of dominoes. , 

Applications 	 This is suitable for Grades 5-8 and is a useful and needed 
explanation in inquiry science on energy or heat topics. 

The Gravity Warps Space-TilTIe 

Analogy for Bending Starlight 


Einstein's 1915 General Theory of Relativity predicted that very large 
objects like the sun should curve space-time. This means that the sun's 
powerful gravity should change the direction of photons (light rays) that 
pass close by. The closer light rays are to the sun, the stronger the effect. 
The idea was received with skepticism; but the theory and its math were 
sound and the prediction was clear: light rays will change direction when 
they pass through intense gravitational fields that curve space-time. 

Scientists argued about the prediction, and the best way to deal with 
the idea was to test it. Arthur Eddington (1922) planned to measure the 
deviation of starlight as it passed close to the sun. But he had a problem: 
the star's light needed to skim past the sun and still be observable on Earth 
and its deviation measured. But you can't normally do this. The sun is so 
bright that stars cannot be seen in daylight, least of all ones very close to 
the sun. 

Eddington (1922) knew that stars almost in line with the sun can be seen 
during a total eclipse. So if the sun was blanked out, it would be possible 
to measure where a star appeared to be, compared to where astronomers 
knew it should be (remember, the sun moves relative to the stars). If Einstein 
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was right, the the apparent and 
should match the predicted relativistic deviation. 

In 1919 Eddington went to West Africa where an eclipse was total, and 
he measured the position of a star almost in line with the sun and compared 
it to where it should be. Within the limits of experimental error, the devia
tion matched the prediction. "Einstein's theory is completely confirmed. The 
predicted displacement was 1".72 and the observed 1".75 ± .06" (Eddington 
as quoted by Bronowski, 1973, p. 254; Eddington, 1922, pp. 110-122). 

We just can't change in direction of 
passes a massive And eclipses are rare. 
or analogy is important The analogy is best 
diagram (see Figu 

The flexible analogy for space-time. 
direction of the greater than the 
experienced by a massive object like 

Like most analogies, it is important to discuss with students ways in 
which the analog (the rubber sheet distorted by a heavy ball) is like the tar
get and the ways in which it is unlike it. Remember that the difference in 
the scale of the sun and a photon is far greater than the difference between 
a large stationary ball and a smaller rolling ball. 

Figure 8.2 A Rol Direction as it Rolls Past 
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The Gravity Warps Space-Time Analogy 

Focus Concept 

for Bending Starlight 

A gravitational field is not a mysterious 
force of attraction between masses but 
is a feature of space itself. All objects 
modify or curve the space around 
them. Very large objects modify 
the path of nearby objects and light 
itself (photons). 

Students Students will be aware that if they , 
/ 	 try to run across a downhill slope, 

, 	 their path will deviate down the slope. 
The same happens if they try to roll 
a ball across a slope-it bends 
downhill. 

"-~ , 
" Analog 	 This analogy should be demonstrated. 

A large sheet of thin plastic or rubber 
sheeting (up to 1m square) is stretched,,"
across a, frame (Figure 8.2). A lead ' 

t~ sinker is placed in the .center of the 
sheet to make a depression. A small 

, 	 ball (marble) is rolled acrQss the sheet 
so that it passes near the large mass. 
The students can see its path bend 
toward the large mass. 

Action 	 Likes-Mapping the Analog to the Tcu:get 

Analog-Heavy ball on 
flexible sheet 

Flexible sheet of plastic or 
rubber 

Lead sinker or heavy ball 
(basel;>all) 

Depression in the plasti!;: Or 
rubber sheet 

Curved trajectory of rolling 
marble 

Marble rolling down slope 
of the depression 

Target-Large objects 
warping space 

Space-time 

Sun or large star 

Curved space-time near 
massive object 

Deviation in the path of ligl\tt 
past a massive object 

Gravitational field effect 
on space-time 
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Refle~tion 

Suggested 
teaching 
strategies 

Resources 

Applications 
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The Supernova Cola 

Analogy for Exploding Stars 


life with cataclysmic !led a 
A star masses and produces much 

energy and light it dies it momentarily outshines galaxy in 
which it resides. Remember that galaxies like ours (the Milky Way) contain 
about 100,000,000,000 stars (or suns). A large supernova outshines all of 
these for a few moments. 

star greater 1.5 solar (the Chandrasekhar limit) collapses 
black hole. Middling stars, 1.5 solar masses, tum neutron 

stars, and many of these are pulsars (stellar lighthouses, or better, stellar 
radio stations). Our sun will not blow up this way-it will tum into a red 
giant and then a white dwarf. 

Tn few milliseconds at its life's a star the Chandrasekhar 
collapses roughly one (me~hundred of iameter. 

outer gas blown away nebula, inner core lapses 
to become a neutron star. If our sun were to coHapse this way (irs a bit too 
small to do so), it would shrink from approx l,500,OOOkm diameter to 
about 15km diameter. 

power off the gas and the inner into 
neutron star itational 

runs out of This happens when most the silicon into 
iron. At this point, no fusible fuel is left to maintain the outward radiant 
energy pressure that balances the inward-acting gravity. The star loses 
its equilibrium and collapses on itself. The imploding shock wave (driven 

intense gravity) the brick of maximum crunch and 
back blowing all the noncore gases. 
rocky are later of. 

We can demonstrate a shock wave's power using a cola bottle (Figure 
8.3). Fill the cola bottle with water, hold it in your hand 300-400mm above 
the bench, and bang it down bottom first on the bench. The water sud

decelerates, creates a shock wave that continues on, hits bottom, 
and much of water up the spout care 

use only a strong plastic bottle. You may a raincoat. 
This model can also be used to demonstrate momentum and longitu

dinal waves. 
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Figure 8.3 Cola Analogy for an 

- ~-
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The Supernova Cola Analogy for Exploding Stars 

Fotus Concept 	 Shock waves are irtunensely powerful. 
Shockwaves occur when bombs go off, 
earthquakes happen and stars blow up 
as SUpernbVaS. Students are not familiar 
with W!i\v~ P9wer-they have heard of 
tS\,U1al'Jl'!is, bllt f~w have se,en the power 
ofa small shock wave, much less a stellar 
one. 

Students Studen.ts <ire familiar with the fact that if 
you bang <in open can of cola or a full 

I .cup down: on a table, some of the liquid 
SP1;l,,rts .out the top. 

"j. Ana16g 	 E~gg~~~ting the ex:perience shows what 
, 	 shock waves can do, If you bang a full 

b9ttleofcola (with th.e lid oft) down on a 
soli<t>benGl, rouchofthe liquid is ejected 
outthespout. X:ou bang the bottle 
dowriward, but ·the liquid takes off in the 
QPPo$it~dp'ection. Why? Because the 
liquid,su<tqenly s.topping moving 
daw'nw(tfd generates a,shock wave that 
reflects off the bottom oithe bottle and 
blows the liquid upward. This is like a 
star blowing up when it r\,U1S out of 
energy and collapses inward. 

4ctiQJll L~es-M"J)pit\g the Analog to the Target 

A1'\alog-Cola bottle 	 l'arge:t--Supemova 
fountain 	 explosion 

PlastiC: cola bottle 	 Star bigger than: our sun 

Cola in the bottle Star's gases (mostly the 
I~fouter half) 

Rapid downw!,rd motion 	 Star's gases collapsing 
under intense gravity 

Shock wave generated when Shock wave generated when 
bottle stops moving gases can collapse no further 

Shock wave reflected off 	 Shock wave reflected off 
bottle's bottom 	 maximum density 

Cola blown out of the top 	 Gases blasted off the 
star's outer half 

http:Studen.ts
http:Studen.ts
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The Supernova Cola Analogy for Exploding Stars (Continued) 

Unlikes-Where the Analogy Breaks Down 

• Cola is a cool liquid; stars are made of very hot gases (or 
plasma). 

• Stars are many orders of magnitude bigger than a bottle 
of cola. 

• Cola just sprays out into the air; stat gases become a 
nebula and can form planets. 

Reflection Conclusion 

~. 

Improvements 

Was the demonstration successful, and 
could the students visualize the 
downward momentum reflecting off the 
bottom of the can or bottle and blowing 
the cola upward? Can you bang the 
bottle down fast enough? 

Should we play with ropes and slinky 
springs to show wave reflection before 
doing the cola bottle experiment? Can we 
apply these wave reflection concepts to 
tsunamis? Videoing an excellent cola 
demonstration and repI<;lying it in slow 
motion will help. 

Science Content Standard B, Physical Science, Grades 9-12: "Interactions of 
matter and energy." This analogy focuses on motion, forces, and gravity 
(NASI 1996, pp. 180-181). The Supernova Cola Analogy dem9nstrates that 
when a star's forces are unbalanced, parts of it explode and are blown away. 

Suggested 
teaching 
strategies 

Resources 

Applications 

Establish that some stars blow off much of their mass as 
nebulae. Play with ropes and slinky springs and show that 
waves reflect. Carefully prepare and conduct the banged
down cola bottle experiment. Carefully map the process to 
star implosion. A videotaped version of the experiment is 
useful at this point. . 

~ 	 Supernova and nebula diagrams, cola bottle full of cola or 
water, solid bench, strong student or teacher, video camera. 

Astrophysics in high school; for showing the power of wave 
reflections 
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The Matches, Mousetraps, and 

Dominoes Analogies for Nuclear Fission 


Nuclear fission belongs to the group of submicroscopic concepts that are 
best explained by analogy. Three analogies are popular: the block of matches, 
the mousetraps in an aquarium, and the lines of dominoes (Hewitt, 1999, 
p.629). 

When a high-speed neutron collides with a uranium-235 (U-235) 
nucleus, the new nucleus becomes unstable, deforms, and splits into 
krypton-91 + barium-142 + 3 high-speed neutrons. If, on average, one of 
these neutrons collides with another U-235 nucleus and it splits, then fis
sion is sustained. This is how a nuclear reactor works. However, if two of 
the neutrons collide with two atoms of U-235, then one fission becomes 
two, two become four, and the process spreads exponentially. This is what 
happens in an atomic bomb. In a nuclear reactor, the U-238 is enriched so 
that it contains 3%-4% U-235, and at this concentration, the maximum rate 
is just over one neutron captured per fission. The reaction can run out of 
control (e.g., Chernobyl), but the fission rate cannot turn into a bomb 
(e.g., Hiroshima). If 90% of the uranium is U-235, an explosive chain reac
tion is possible. 

If you stick 100 matches into a block of plasticine so that the match 
heads are 5mm apart and you ignite the match on the corner, the whole lot 
bursts into flame (see Figure 8.4). Take care or you can get burned. Do this 
in a sand tray, and of course be vigilant for the students' safety. Many 
children have done this by striking the end match in a book of matches
it all catches fire. 

If you set 30-40 mousetraps and place them side by side in a small, 
empty aquarium, you can simulate a chain reaction (see Figure 8.5). Roll 
up 100, 10cm squares of paper and place 2-3 on each mousetrap. The 
paper ball should sit on the wire U-shape-the piece that springs over and 
hits the mouse. When all the traps are set with paper balls, throw more 
paper balls into the aquarium until one sets off a trap. Many other traps 
will be set off in a chain reaction. This analogy is better than the matches 
analogy because not all the mousetraps are set off. 

Branching lines of dominoes also are a useful analogy for nuclear fis
sion. The advantage is that students can make their own models of fission, 
and this model is very safe. All you need is 1-2 sets of dominoes. See 
Figure 8.6. 
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Figure 8.4 The Matches Analogy for Nuclear Fission 

Figure 8.5 The Mousetrap Analogy for Nuclear Fission 
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Figure 8.6 The Dominoes Analogy for Nuclear Fission 

The Matches, Mousetraps, and 

Dominoes Analogies for Nuclear Fission 


Focus Concept 

Students 

Nuclear fission and chain reactions are 
nonobservable but key concepts
students are surprised how quickly an 
atomic reaction can spread. The reaction's 
speed and extent helps explain the vast 
amount of energy that can be released. 

Students are interested in atomic bombs 
and nuclear power plants. Modeling 
a chain reaction is a great teaching 
moment. Children who have accidentally 
lit a book of matches know the power 
of a chain reaction. 
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The Matches, Mousetraps, and 

Dominoes Analogies for Nuclear Fission (Continued) 


Analog 	 Ignition spreadB rapidly among closely 
packed matCh neads""'::this is like an 
exponential chain reaction. The same 
happens when one mousetrap among 
3040 traps gO,es off. You can liken 
'falling dortUnoes,fo a ¢ain reaction, 
especially if the dominoes branch out 
like a: ~ree: · .. 

Action 

Analog-::-MatcheSi 

mousettapS/and dominoes 


U-235 hifby ,a neutron splits 
into piec~s i.mmediately. 

Matches musfbe dose' U-235 atoms must capture 
ignite each other. a neutron. 

Match ignition spreads U-?35 fission spreads 
eXponentially; exponentially. 

, - ;:", 

Energy is released. 	 A h~ge atno~t of energy 
:is released. 

MQusetraps are set off 

when bumped. 


Close~aus~ttap~rcan s~t Close U-235 atoms can 
off each other: ' ' eapture a neutron. 

Balls of paper 

.. 	There are many; many more U-235 atams than matches, 
mousetraps, and dominoes-the analagy is a gross 
oversimplification . 

.. 	U-235 atoms release 3 neliftonSj~mat~s, mousetraps, and 
dominoes mQstlyaffect just one. other object. 

Reflection Conclusion 	 Summarize with a conclusion like, 
.f'NuClear'fisslon and chaiti reactions are 
like one ID.(ltch's ignition spreading to 
ignite all the nearby matches .. " Ensure that 
students know where this analogy breaks 
do:Wn because spectaculax ..analogiesoftep 
ma~k the unsh~d attributes. 

,< ... :.:y~., 
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The Matches, Mousetraps, and 

Dominoes Analogies for Nuclear Fission (Continued) 


Improvements Do I need just the matches analogy or 
f 

should I perform two analogies-
matches to show how a fission bomb 
works and the dominoes to show how a 
nuclear power reactor is similar but 
nonexplosive. 

Science Content Standard B, Physical Science: Grades 9- 12, "Interactions of 
matter and energy" (NAS, 1996, p. 180). The Matches, Mousetraps, and 
Dominoes Analogies demonstrate a chain reaction in a critical mass of fissile 
material. Mass is converted to energy, but the matter-energy sum remains 
constant. 

Suggested Ask if students have ever accidentally ignited a boot< or box 
teaching of matches. Discuss chain reactions and how they can 
strategies spread rapidly-add a video of an explosive grass fire. Take 

great care with the matches demonstration (do a risk 
analysis) and link it to the mousetraps or dominoes analogy. 
Discuss atomic bombs and nuclear reactor differences. 

Resources 	 Plasticine, 100 matches, aquarium, 30-40 mousetraps, 100 
paper balls, several boxes of dominoes. 

Applications 	 Suitable for students in Grades 9-12 and is a useful and 
needed explanation in inquiry science. 

The Eye Is 	Like a Camera Analogy 

The eye is like a camera in some telling ways (see Glynn, 1991) and is fea
tured in a number of science books. Two assumptions are often made by 
teachers when this analogy is used: (1) that students know how cameras 
work and (2) that students understand image formation with pinholes and 
convex lenses. This was a reasonable assumption when cameras were simple, 
but that is no longer the case. Digital and video cameras are a world away 
from simple 35mm cameras. 

Students will have prior knowledge of camera optics only if they have 
made a pinhole camera and had experience with lenses that form real 
images of lightbulbs and candle flames. It is important that students 
understand the optics of simple image formation. Without pinhole camera 
or image formation with convex lenses experience, the eye analogy should 
not be used. It is arguable whether the camera teaches about the eye or the 
eye teaches about the camera. 
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The prior conceptual knowledge that students need can be summa
rized as follows: 

• 	 Rays of light actually converge on the fine detail of an in-focus real 
image. For example, images are formed when lenses cause rays of 
light to converge onto a point on a screen (e.g., overhead projector). 

• 	 Only light sources can produce focused images (e.g., candle flames, 
lightbulbs, intense light through overhead transparencies, data 
projectors). 

• 	 Light rays are bent in an orderly way as they pass through convex 
lenses. 

• 	 The following table shows some of the ways a camera's functions 
can be used to teach about the eye. 

Ways in Which a Camera Is Like an Eye 

Camera Structure or Function 	 Eye Structure or Function 

Convex lens focuses light on film. 	 Cornea and lens focus light 

onto the retina. 


Lens changes position to focus on 	 Lens changes shape to focus 
near and distant objects. 	 on near and distant objects. 

Aperture size controls exposure 	 Pupil controls brightness of 
brightness. 	 light on the retina. 

Black interior prevents multiple 	 Black interior prevents 
reflections. 	 multiple reflections. 

Lens cap protects the lens. 	 Eyelids protect the cornea. 

Image captured on film or chip. 	 Image captured on the retina. 

Ways in Which a Camera Is Unlike the Eye 

Camera Structure or Function 	 Eye Structure or Function 

One lens at the front of the camera 	 Two lenses---<:ornea at the front 
(not adjustable) and adjustable 
lens behind it 

Captures single or repeated images 	 Captures continuous images 

Limited range of light brightness 	 Works in vast range 
of brightness 
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Focus 

Action 

The Eye Is Like a Camera Analogy 

Concept 	 Both the camera and the eye form images 
(on film and the retina, respectively). 
Real images are formed when light rays 
from a source point focus on an image 
point. This difficult concept can be 
demonstrated using a Hodson light box 
and thin convex lenses. 

Students 	 Do students understand how images are 
formed? Have they seen images of 
lightbulbs or candle flames in a pinhole 
camera? Are they familiar with cameras 
and know how they work? 

Analog 	 Light rays from a luminous or 
illuminated object passing through a 
convex lens can be focused onto a screen, 
film, or retina. This happens in both 
cameras and eyes. 

Likes--Mapping the Analog to the Target 

Analog-Camera Target-Eye 

Convex lens focuses light Cornea plus lens focus light 
on film. onto the retina. 

Lens moves to focus on near Lens shape changes to 
and distant objects. focus on near and distant 

objects. 

Aperture size controls Pupil controls brightness of 
exposure brightness. light on the retina. 

Black interior prevents Black interior prevents 
multiple reflections. multiple reflections. 

Lens cap protects the lens. Eyelids protect the cornea. 

Image captlJred on film Image captured on the 
or chip. retina. 

Unlikes--Where the Analogy Breaks Down 

• The eye has a fixed lens (the cornea) and a variable lens, 
whereas a camera can have 6-10 differently shaped lenses 
in its lens systet:rt . 

• Cameras capture single or repeated images; the eye is a 
continuous imaging device. 
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The Eye Is Like a Camera Analogy (Continued) 

• The eye responds t:9~ wider. range of brightness than·' . 
cameras; however, some charged couple device cameras 
are becoming more eyelike; e.sp~cially when the imag~ is 
transmitted along a~e (lil<eJbe opt!c n~fV~)' 

Reflection . Conclusion ' Was the al'lalogystructurally and 
functionally convincing? Were 
diag):ams of eyes and cllmeras 
sufficient or dostugents .need ~o 
make model cameras ' ana: dIssect 
eyes (or take models apart)? 

Improvements 	 Depending on the &ge and sophistitation .. 
of thestt,tdentsjis ituse·fulto compare 
the structUre andr£unction of digital 
cameras to the eye. Which ~alogy works 
best: the camera is like .the or the eye 
is lik~ the camera?' 

Science Content Stmdard B, Ph}Csical Science; Gra.des 5--8: "Trllnsferof 
energy," light interacts with matter (NAS, 1996,1'. 155)*md Content Standard 
C, Life Science: Grades 9'....12: "Matter, energy and orgamzationin living 
systems" (p.186). The Eye~amera;Analogyshows how light rays are bent to 
form images. 

Suggested Students should be familiar with convex lenses. They could 
tea.ching make pinhole camer~s and model eyes (rouRd-bottomed 
strategies £la,sks with convex: lens stuck onto tht>.ffoJlt and filled 

with fluoroscein solution}. An eye dissection could be· 
added. At some stage the comparison be.tw.een the'camet~ 
and the eye shoUldpe ela\'otated. Eye~aJ;ld;c~etas ate ' 
analogies of each other. . 

Resources 	 Model eye, materials to make modeL eye, cow's eye, 
dissection equipment, a selection of CCilne:r~<~pinhole, h.px, 
SLR, digitat,' video). 

Applicatiolls 	 Highschool. 

The Pair of Wheels Analogy 
for the Refraction of Light 

Mrs. Kay was using a light box to show that rays of light change direction 
when they pass from air to glass and vice versa. When light entered the 
block vertically, it passed straight through without bending; when it 
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entered the glass obliquely (top image of Figure 8.7), it bent to the left and 
when it left the glass it bent to the right. 

states that when a ray 
transparent substance, toward the nor-

of light passes from a less dense sub-
away from the normal. 

you an analogy. I'm pair of wheels 
with orange t1uorescent paint. The wheel tracks will represent the 
ray of light. The wheels are like the two edges of the ray of light as 
it starts off; it's deliberately wider because it's hard to see the rea
son for the bending if it's too narrow [she points to the light ray 
bending through the glass block]. When the track's wider it's eas
ier to see the reason for the bending. 

First we'll roll the wheels from the paper onto the carpet at 
The wheels are like of going straight 

block along the normal straight ... both 
down at the same time, change direction. 
with a light ray; if the through at right 

down, but it doesn't 
the wheels ... so the the paper onto 

an angle.... See, it's did much the 
same thing, didn't it? When the light passed through our block at 
an angle, the light also bent. Why does it bend like that? 

Discussion: 

Sally: When the wheel is on a smooth surface, it's going faster. 

to do with speed. That's to make. When 
wheels cross from which wheel 

down first? 

one on the carpet. 

one going onto the because there's 
more friction on the rough surface. If you can think of the ray 
of light as being not quite as thin as it looks, one edge of the 
light would hit the block before the other side. 

Beth: Yes. Yes. 

Mrs. Kay: It's the same with light: one edge of the ray slowed down 
the other, so the t carpet first slows 
first, so it's covering the faster one 
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Figure 8.7 The Pair of Wheels Analogy for Refraction of Light 

A RAY OF LIGHT BEING REFRACTED AS IT PASSES 
FROM AIR TO GLASS. 

IS LIKE 


still on the paper, and when that one hits the carpet as well, 
the lines become parallel again because they return to the 
same speed. So the path bends because the wheels and the 
light travel more slowly in a dense medium, or in this case, on 
a rougher surface. 
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Focus 

Action 

The Pair of Wheels Analogy for 

the Refraction of Light 


Concept 	 Students are familiar with the bending of 
light a~ it passes through glass or water. 
Refraction is easily demonstrated with a 
glassblock, a prism, and a light box. The 
£henomenon itself, however, is difficult 
toexplairt. 

Students 	 Students may be aware that light 
'is wavelike, and they may have seen 
w!'ives change direction at the beach 
orm a ripple tank. They may know 
that this bending is related to 
waves slowing down or speeding 
up. Some students will confuse 
reflection or light an<l: refraction 
of light 

Analog Many students have experienced the 
change of directiou that results when 
Ol'l.e wheel of a stroller, toy car, or car 
rolls off .a hard surface onto a soft 
surface, like sand, carpet, or grass. The 
change of direction occurs be~ause the 
wheel 0.0 the hard surface rolls\easily 
whilethe one on the soft surface slows 
.down. This phenomenon can be 
detnoIl$trated (and practiced by the 
students1 by rol1il'l.g a pair of Lego 
wheels obliquely from a hard surface 
onto a softer surface. As one wheel 
slows,. the pair of wheel$ changes 
direction. To show the change of 
dfrection,coat the wheels with bright 
poster paint. 

UlesS-Ma,ppingthe Analog lo th.e Target 

Analog-Wb~els Tatget~Refracted light 

Wheel tracks 	 Ray of light 

Perpendicular path shows Vertical ray does not change 
no deviation · direction 

Oblique path hentls Oblique ray bends toward 
toward vertical normal 
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The Pair of Wheels Analogy for 
the Refraction of Light (Continued) 

Tracks change directiqn as 
one whe~l slows 

t slows because, glass is 
1r).ore dense than air, 

• Light rays are very nahow}",Jl,e~as· 
wide. 	 ' 

• Two wheelS ate needed to represent one narroW ray of 
light. ~ 

, • Optical density of glass slows the light, whereas friction 
slows the wheels. 

" 	Photons of light are not connected to eaCh other, but the 
wheels are joined by all axle. 

Was the mddel ,of refraction clear to the 
s~dentS;did they find it convincing? A 
gOo4 test of understpnding is ,wI;Jetherthey 
can use the moqel to e«pIa!:n btpding 
away from thenormalas .U~nt leaves glass. 

Re.flection 

Do I need to sho~ water waveS bending 
ina hlnk or 011 a video before using this 
model? Should Iperfol'ln the pn1l10gy in 
both directions?Shouldl.leave them to 
thffik through fhe reverse process? 

Science Content Stpndard B, Physical Science, Grades 9-12: ''Interactions of 
energy and matter" (NAS, 1996,p. 180); light waves change speM'arid 
direction when they interact with matter. The Pair of Wh~ls Analogy and its 
associated modelirtg is irtqttiry s«;:ienceand supports SciepceCopfent Stpndard 
A: "Abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry" useexplai)ations and models 
a1ild "cogtlitiv,e ... skills {to fopnulateJ scientific. exPlanatiofis"~•. 175~; 

Suggested ~f there is enough equipment, let th~ stp.dent 
teaching illnai,ogy . OUP$. Snow, pending fowaJ;d 
sfrategies demons 'ort and ask the students to fiIi. , 'w at ha~pens 

W~eh they roll the wlleels the 'opposite way,"!3¢'sure., tFi~ " 
.! 

Resources 	 Light box, square and triangular prisms, paper~ arid carpet 
(both A3 size, or about 11.5 by 16.5 inChes), poster paint, 
shallow tray, Lego wheels. 

Applications 	 High ~School: reJraction of light and iIi.qttiry: how do we 
know how"phe1ilomena like refraction worN? 

wheels turn eaSily .on thejr illxle. 
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Bridging Analogies for the 

Balanced of a Book on 


When holding people agree that 
force (weight) by the upward 
forces are book does not move. 
on a table, that there is now 
the downward the book. This agrees with 
Aristotle's idea that objects seek stable and passive positions. The table is 
like the earth's surface, the place where everything belongs and comes to 
rest. Newtonian physics insists that stationary objects, like books on a table, 
do not move because the upward and downward forces are balanced: The 
table applies an upward force equal to the book's weight. 

John Clement (1993) found that 1/76% of a sample of 112 high school 
students indicated that a table does not push up on a book lying at rest on 
it"; but students believed that up on one's 
hand when pushing down on 243). He sug
gested tha hand and spring balanced could be 
used to table must apply a a book sitting 
on it. 

But readily connect the can feel when 
squeezing book sitting on I, they can feel 
the spring pushing back on their hand, and the hand and spring tend to 
move a small amount. The book sits still. 

Clement (1993) suggested that a series of analogies would help 
students connect their experience with their hands on the spring (called 
the anchoring concept) with the problem of the book on the table. The series 
of analogies he used works like the pillars of a bridge-each holds up a 
small part of the idea-hence he called the strategy a bridging analogy. 
The pillars re shown in Figure experience each 
analogy in result is that most balanced forces 
of the hand the book on the 

book-on-the-table problenr upward force 
the book's weight? is agree or are 

anchoring concept and rubber 
bands. push and pull amI forces. The book 
on a pillow can be done by the whole class-use freezer zip bags half-full 
of air and science books. Make the model table using thin plywood and 
then show how it's like the book on the table. It works for most students. 

Bridging analogy strategies can be applied to friction, cells, genes and 
DNA, particles, concepts in math, and acid-base models, to name a few. 
When we first met bridging analogies, we thought that they were rare, but 
examples keep cropping up. Why do they work so well? Because they are 
scaffolds work from an abstract problem 
solution in 
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Figure 8.8 Balanced Forces Between a Book and a Table Is Like the Balanced 
Forces Between a Hand and a Spring 

3 4 1 

II TABLE II 
TARG-Er SITuATION 

ANCHOR TRIGGERING BRIDGING CASES CONNECTING TRIGGERING 

CORRECT INTU mON ANCHOR TO TARG-ET SITUATION MISCONCEPTION 

Bridging Analogies for the Balanced 

Forces of a Book on a Table 


Analog 	 Bal,anced foraes,;in $ijueezinga sprl;ng and 
stretching a rupber ~and act as anchors for 
sequentiai. analogical supports (book On a 
cushion or air-filled Pag, fl:i:rn$y taPle 
'bending under book's weight). In a stepwise 
way, each amalogy'bridges (sciliolds) the 
.gap between Patpilble forces of spripg and 
;hand and those ofa .book on the tal:>lli! and 
'the table, whklj muSt 'be ~agined. 

Action 

Anaiog'-S!,ring held 
: between fingers 

A c,ompressed spring exeFls 
force back on a 'hand 

. Book has downward weight 
but no deformation can be 

Focus Concept 

Students 

Objects like riSid dtairs andtal:51es exetfan 
upward reaction force on objectssittittg or 
placed on them. Objects stier.: as books"do 
not. move beqause fhe upward aI\d 
downward forces are balanced. 

Most students recognize tJie balanced 
forces involved in slilueezing a spring or 
holding up books in their hands and" 
situations wnere a load defC)rmg its 
underlying support (e.g., aflexiPle table 

, (balanced forces ·are felt), seen' at; felt 
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Reflection 

Bridging Analogies for the Balanced 

Forces of a Book on a Table (Continued) 


Stretched rubber band has 
balanced forces that can 
be felt. . 

Book's weight deforms an 
air bag; shows balanced 
forces. 

Flimsy table bends under 
book sitting on it. 

Book's weight acts 
downward on table; 
table pushes back. 

Book's weight acts 
downward on table; table 
pushes back. 

Table must push back on 
the book on it. 

Unlikes-Where the Analogy Breaks Down 

• 	The table exerts a reactioh force but does not visibly 
bend under the book's weight:The analogies could be 
called examples. 

Conclusion 

Improveme..ts 

Were the bridging analogies carefully 
sequenced? Do I need to include more 
examples? Did I let the students tell me 
how they interpreted the bridging 
analogies? Did I give them adequate 
thinking time? 

Did I demonstrate what the students 
could have done themselves? Do I need 
to revisit this idea in later lessons? If 
bridging analogies worked with reaction 
forces t Can I use them elsewhere for other 
sciehce concepts, say concepts in 
mathematics? 

Science Content Standard B, Physical Science, Grades 5-8: "Motions and 
forces" {NAS, 1996, p. lS4}. This analogy helps students understand "forces 

equilibrium; especially if the force is associated with static inanimate 
objects, such as a book resting on the \iesk" (NAS, 1996, p. 154). 

Suggested 
teaching 
strategies 

Resources 

ApplicatioIis 

This is an excellent example of scaffolding and agrees with 
Vygotsky's (1986) sociocultural learning theory. In what 
other situations can effective sets. of-bridging analogies or 

,,,,\,examples be strung together? 

Table, book, chair, ~tudents, springs, bulldog clips, rubber 
bands, freezer zip bags, thin plywood and supports 

Middle school where balanced forces are not obvious; 
understanding action and reaction forces is a desired 
outcome. 
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Electricity Analogies for 
Current, and Resistance 

When planning science, teachers choose are interesting, 
raise curiosity, open-ended. Electricity these criteria and 
is safe when batteries. Building therefore is an 
excellent inquiry context for students in Grades 1-12. 

Inquiry Science 

There are three ways inquiry science can be open-ended: 
Ideally, students should 

l. 	Suggest to study and 

2. 	 Design methods and and 

3. 	 Interpret propose some (Hackling & 
Fairbrother, 

Building analogical models helps students focus on the concepts being 
studied. Repeated cycles of proposing, testing, and revising analogical 
models is authentic science. While some science topics are too far removed 
from everyday life for students to suggest the problems and methods and 
interpret the results; electricity is different. Students use various electronic 
devices, play battcryvowered toys, and some 
make electric 

Teachers because it is 	 materials are 
lightbulbs, wires, 

really excited 
when their and older students 12) are chal
lenged when circuits do unexpected things. Electricity provides opportu
nities to test many different connections and introduces concepts like 
voltage, current, and resistance. Making sense of these concepts involves 
high-level thinking, especially when the students know that they can 
experiment, see expected and unexpected things happen, try again, and 
revise their models. 

Some of you can encounter electricity, and 
the strategies them, are described and Freyberg 
(1985) and 9(4). 

Electric 	 and series and differences are 
regularly use models to help 

students is happening. Like activities, analogies 
work best when the students are involved in the planning and thinking. 
Learning gains are high when students develop and map their own 
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analogies (Cosgrove, 1995; Zook, 1991), but students need guidance if 
common alternative Electricity analogies 

when the analogy is why it is better 
analogies than stretch for both teacher 

analogies. 

Common Electricity Analogies 

The analogies and models that appear in the following pages are 

1. The Water Circuit Analogy for a simple series circuit 

2. Voltage is like water pressure 

of doors in the assembly circuits 

Train Analogy to of current 

circuit that runs on 

Water Flow Analogy lightbulbs and motorsLHUL'"'

in a series circuit 

7. The Field Analogy for multiple lightbulbs in a series circuit 

Three of these analogies-the water circuit, continuous train, and 
M&M's-are multiple analogies that address the common alternative con
ception that current is used up in electric circuits, as has been touched on 

teachers have (e.g., Grayson, 
Osborne, 1985) and have chosen can 

conceptions. Some of our own; others 
brought together in 

What Students Know 

Students know that batteries in flashlights, toys, and handheld elec
tronic games go flat. They know that something is used up, and when they 
look for something to have been consumed, what's more obvious than the 
electric current flowing around the circuit? It's right that students should 

sornething is used up because to be replaced or 
Consequently, most of our are designed 

electrons or electric current rather than con-
say that the energy rnean it in the sense 

loses energy. Energy into another 
used up. It's important clarify the expres

sions we use. 
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But students are hard to convincc, and that's because how 
they and concepts. Effective that shOlv cur
rent conserved energy is also be accompanied by 
explanations of why the current decreases as battery energy is used up. 

The Water Analogy 
for Electric Current 

Think about this conversation between John and his teacher. Miss Davis 
asks John, "Can you put these [electricity terms] and ideas together and 
explain how an electric circuit works?" John: "Ah, no. That's the problem. 
I can't a picture head of this electrici stuff works ff (-:;lynn, 
199t 186). As reminded of the cir
cuit class aqlla and she the water as an for 
an electric circuit. Instead of retelling the whole story, we have sketched 
the aquarium water circuit and summarized Miss Davis's conclusions. 

Figure 8.9 models a classroom aquarium-the pipes, pump, and filter 
The draws from the urn thrOllgh pipe 

the water under pressure through pipe into filter 
a fine resists \vater flow. I;vater flows through 

another pipe back into the aquarium. 
The aquarium is the familiar object for the analogy and can be replaced 

by a swimming pool and its filtration system. Both use a closed water 
circlli can be understood by students. students cannot 
visualize the filtra lion circuit, shol;v a functioning aquarium, use an 

transparency, talk about swimming filters. 
This is an effective analogy for a simple series circuit, provided the 

teacher and students realize that water is a liquid substance and electricity 
is not. Three alternative conceptions can arise from this analogy. Students 
see amount liquid coming of the they may conclude 
that produces fixed flow may also the 
follmving conclusions: 

• Electricity will leak out of a switched-on power outlet if no appli
ance is plugged in to it. 

parallel connected the same share electric 
current from battery and get half twice 

much current flows when parallel to 
one battery) . 

• 	 Two or three lightbulbs in series receive the same current (they do) 
and will glow equally brightly (they do not, because they share the 
voltage). 
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Figure 8.9 The Aquarium Water Circuit Analogy for a Simple Series Circuit 

Pipe. filter 

~ 

Pipe 

~ 
Pump 

Pipe 

The Water Circuit Analogy for Electric Current 

Focus C(Jns~pt 

Studertts 

Analog 

Electricity <onlY. flows in complete, 
I' 

urtbrokert circuits." The electron 
, . 9<' 

How is not u~ed: up/ 'Mld work is 

done as the electricity flows· a.round 

the circuit. 


Up"to 40% of the class J:i:tay:think: 
that current is partly-used up in a 
c;4'cuit.Most stud~nts have seen an 
aquarium with a water filter in it. 
Their teachet.n;tay have explained
the·need to circulatey¥ater through a 
filter to ~eep the water clean and 
tile environment healthy. They may 
l<tiowhbw a swiJnming pool 

· filtra.tion system·works. . 

~. aquarium filter system draws water 
in through a P!pe, a p~mp pushes it 


· through another pipe into q filter that 

.. re~ists watet flow, and then the water 

· thrQu,gh another pipe into the 
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The Water Circuit Analogy 	for Electric Current (Continued) 

Action 	 Likes-Mapping the Analog to the Target 

Analog-Aquarium 	 Target-Simple series 
water circuit 	 circuit 

Water 	 Electricity 

1 Flowing water 	 Electric current 

Pipes carrying water 	 Wires carrying electricity 

Pump pushing water Battery pushing electrons 
(pressure) (voltage) 

Pump pressure 	 Battery voltage 

Filter (resists water flow) 	 Thin wire in lightbulb~ 
resistance 

No water lost 	 Current is conserved 

Unlikes-Where the Analogy Breaks Down 

• Water is a material liquid; electricity is a flow of charge in 
an electric field. 

• Water can flow in an incomplete circuit; electricity always 
needs a complete circuit. 

• Water flow depends on the pump output and pressure; 
" 	 electric current flow is determined by the entire circuit 

(the circuit must be looked at as a whole). 

Reflection Conclusion 	 Did the students understand the ways a 
water circuit is like an electric circuit and 
the ways in which it is different? Do I 
need to check their knowledge next 

, 	
class? Did I emphasize the need to see 
the circuit as a whole? 

Improvements 	 Next time, I could set up a working 
aquarium for the students to examine; I 
could use the water circuit alongside the 
students sharing M&M's analogy or the 
Continuous Train Analogy. 

Science Content Standard B, Physical Science, Grades 5-8: "Transfer of 
energy" (NAS, 1996, p. 155); "energy is an important property of substances 
and ... most change involves energy transfer" (NAS, 1996, p. 154). The Water 
Circuit Analogy shows that current is conserved and energy is transformed 
throughout an electric circuit. 
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The Water Circuit Analogy for Electric Current (Continued) 

Sugge:sted 
teaching 
strategies 

Resources 

Application.s 

Students make simple circuits: 1 battery -'I- 1 lightbulb; 
1 battery + 2 lightbulbs (series & parallel). Agree on what 
h"'J?pens. Examine Geven set up) an aqqarii\:lm with water 
fllter.,.......-can &e students say what is needed to analogize 
the electric c1rcuit~ Prepare cues and questions.tocomp.are 
electric circtiit to. a fUtlctio~g aqv.4rium Or pool ;filtration 
system. Di$¢'Q:s$1hQW the watercircy.;itMd electric circuits 
are similar and .h<>w they differ~ 

Lightbtilbs, ba.itferies and Wires; aquarium with filtration 
circy.;it 01' patts to make one; ovettleadtJ;<)f\.sparency. 

Middle school. Best i\:lsed to develop the concept of 
complete circuits and .current conservation. Most effective 
When used flspattof,a ;$e'l: of JnWtlple circuit a'Oalogies. 

The Water Pressure 
Analogy for Voltage 

Voltage in electric circuits is difficult to visualize and explain. Batteries are 
labeled in volts: 1.5V, 6V, 12V, and so on. This is a measure of the force with 
which the battery can push electrons around a circuit. Scientists prefer to 
talk about potential difference (PD) and PD is measured in volts (V). The 
potential difference between two points in a circuit measures the potential 
of the current to flow between the points. The higher the PD, the better the 
current flows. PD is sometimes called electrical pressure. 

Voltage affects the work an electric current does when it passes 
through a lightbulb, motor, or heater. If you double the PD with which a 
current is pushed through a lightbulb, you double the amount of work it 
does. Likewise, if you have a 12V battery and double the current flowing, 
you also double the work done or energy released. A circuit's capacity to 
do work is a multiple of the volts times the amps (the energy released is a 
multiple of amps x volts x time). 

So how do we describe and explain PD (and voltage)? 
A common model is The Water Pressure Analogy. Figure 8.10 shows a 

tall water bottle with holes at four levels. The pressure in the water 
depends on the depth: If the depth is doubled, the pressure is doubled. The 
pressure controls the amount and force with which water flows through 
the holes, assuming all the holes are the same size. 

Similarly, if you have a circuit that is driven by a 6V battery, a certain 
current flows. If you double the PD to 12V, the current doubles (provided 
the bulb does not blowout). 
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Figure 8.10 The Water Pressure Analogy for Potential Difference and Voltage 

minefeJ wate.r bottle 

water 

In the water bottle model, the direction of the outflow and how far it 
spurts can be likened to PD or battery voltage. The greater the depth, the 
higher the pressure, and greater the flow. Electricity works like this-but 
remember, electricity isn't a fluid substance. 

Another use of this analogy is to compare the bottle to four flashlights
each with one, two, three, or four batteries. This comparison can mislead, 
however, unless you negotiate the variation in the brightness or the length 
of time the flashlight will shine. Perhaps this is a problem you could ask the 
class to work on in groups, report back, and debate the conclusions. 
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The Water Pressure Analogy for Voltage 

Focus 

Action 

Concept PO is measured in volts and is difficult 
to vlsualiz.e. Understanding PO is 
Ci11cial when working with electric 
circuits because it is a key element in 
Ohm's Law and in energy and work 
calculations. 

Students Stud~n.:ts are familiar with water 
prt!$$ure and depth, and this mncept 
is easily demonstrated. They know 
that a hole low down in a tank or 
bottle leaks'water faster than a hole 
higher up. 

Analog Different batteries have different PDs 
(vol~,. Thlsis like a water tank or bottle 
With holes at different levels. The greater 
the PO, the greater the current flow; 
the deeper the hole, the more water it 
lets out. 

lJke$Mappi;ng the Analog to the Target 

Analog-Water flows ant 
holes at dHferent qepths Target..,.....,PD (volts) 
at diife.rentrates delermines circuit current 

Water tank or betlle Battery, dynamo 

Hole for water to ~scape Battery in a circuit so 
currentcah' flow 

Deeper the water over Higher the PD or voltage 
the hole 

Deeper hole, more Higher PO,. more current 
water flows flows 

Flowrat~ PrOportional Current flow proportional 
t.odepth to PO 

Unlik~......Whete the AnaU;>sy Break$ D()wn 

-The wl,\h~r flow analogy encourages students to think of 
electricity as a material substance-it is not. 

• 	Waterflow rates d~ine as the tank or bottle empties; a 
battery may demonstrate reduced PO across its terminals 
Put it is riot empty. 
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The Water Pressure Analogy for Voltage (Continued) 

Rdlection Conclusion Were the hkenesses h¢tween PD and 
pressure (depth and, voltage) dear? 
Were middle ability students able to use 
the analogy :tQ restate :the conoept of 
PD in theiroWli wof~? Did formative 
aS$essment help me students map 
the analogy and recognize where it 
broke down? 

Improvem~~ts . :Do 1need better ctles, questions, 
and need~to~know inf0rmation? 
Should I 'look for abetter analogy 
next time? 

Science Content Standard B, Physical Scienc¢"Grades 5.-.th "Transfer of 
energy" (NAS, 1996, p. 155). The Water Pressure Analogy is useful for 
explaining electrical pressure 01' PD (voltage) in all or part of a circuit 
PD is like water pressure but t;heanalogy breaks down when the fluid flow 
idea is taken too far. . 

Suggested StudeRts shoUld experience differing currents in circuits 
teaching with differing PDs (volts); make circuits and develop 
strategies student models that need to explain PD,then intrqduce the 

model. Given the opportunity, students may suggest a 
depth and pressure model. Ifyou have enough bottles, 
allow groups to make and measure wa:t~r flow, 

Resources 	 Batteries or power packs with different PDs, ammeters, 
voltmeters, lightbulbs, motors, and bottles with 3 Or 4 holes 
(s~e Figure S.10).·, 

Applications 	 Sultablefor middle school and secondary students. 
Encourage older students fo develop quantitative 
definitions for pp, 

~ .'< 

The Shared Water Flow Analogy 

Imagine a crowd of people walking along a two-lane road-there are 
many pathways for each pedestrian and few people cut across each other's 
path. The wide road is like a thick wire and electricity flows easily with 
little resistance. If a short length of the road is narrowed by sewer con
struction and people can only pass two abreast, this section is like a thin 
filament in a lightbulb that has a high resistance. Less electricity flows along 
a thin wire in the same way as fewer people can pass the sewer construction. 
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As the flow becomes congested, people jostle and bump each other, and 
they have to walk faster so everyone can get through. This makes some 
people hot and angry and is like the thin filament heating up and glowing. 

This analogy explains current flow in a one-lightbulb + battery simple 
circuit; but it does not adequately explain why, in a series circuit, the 
brightness of each globe diminishes as lightbulbs are added but not more 
batteries. Analogies that demonstrate a sharing of water flow are some
times used, but these require great care as they contain strong alternative 
conceptions. The Shared Water Flow Analogy goes like this: 

In summer our neighbor sometimes waters her lawn with a hose that 
has 3 or 4 sprinklers along its length (see Figure 8.11). If there are 2 sprin
klers, the water spurts out 3.5m; if there are 3 sprinklers the water spurts 
3m, and for 4 sprinklers, 2.5m. This is a bit like a circuit with 2, 3, or 4 light
bulbs connected in series with a 6V battery. If there are 2 lightbulbs, each 
glows brightly, if 3, the lightbulbs are medium bright, and for 4 lightbulbs, 
the light is dull. Sprinklers spray less distance when more sprinklers are on 
the hose, and when there are more lightbulbs in the circuit, the lightbulbs 
are less bright. The hose can supply only a fixed volume of water per sec
ond, and the battery can supply only a certain amount of energy per sec
ond. Increasing the number of sprinklers and lightbulbs means that each 
gets less water and electrical energy, respectively. 

This analogy can mislead because more sprinklers increases the water 
flow in the hose (the resistance to water flow actually decreases), but in 
the electric circuit, each bulb delivers less light (because the electricity 
flow actually decreases with increased resistance). There is another weak
ness; it does not matter whether the sprinklers on the hose are in series 
or on side-by-side branches-the flow is the same in each. Lightbulbs 
in a line (series) glow much less brightly than lightbulbs side by side in 
parallels. 

Figure 8.11 	 Resistance in a Multilight Series Circuit Is Like Multiple 
Sprinklers on a Hose 

.~.~.~, 

'-, 
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The Shared Water Flow Analogy 

Focus Concept 	 When you add lightbulbs to a series circuit, 
the <;l1rrent flow drops, and the current and 
energy are shared between the lightbulbs. 

Students Students are familiar with water pressure -
and may have seen people watering their 
lawns using a hose with sprinklers placed 
along it. The sprinklers usually share the 
water flowing through the hose. 

Analog Water flowing through a hose with 3-5 
sprinklers is like a series circuit with 3-5 

,: lightbulbs. Add sprinklers and the :i 
¥ diameter of the spray reduces; add 

lightbulbs and the brightness of all 
:i 

lightbulbs diminishes. 

Action 	 Likes-Mapping the Analog to the Target 

Analog-Water flow from Target-Brightness of each 
each sprinkler is an equal globe is an equal share of 
share of the water the energy 

Sprinkler 	 Lightbulb 

Water spraying out Lightbulb glowing 
of sprinkler 

Diameter of the 	 Brightness of the bulb 
sprinkler's spray 

Add sprinklers, spray Add lightbulbs, brightness 
diameter reduced drops 

Sprinklers share 	 Lightbulbs share electric 
the water flow. 	 current and energy. 

Unlikes-Where the Analogy Breaks Down 

." 
.~ 

• The water flow analogy encourages students to think of 
electricity as a material substance-it is not. 

• Increasing the number of sprinklers on a hose increases 
~ total water flow; adding lightbulbs to a series circuit 

reduces the total current and energy flow. 

Reflection Conclusion Did students understand that The 
Sprinkler Analogy only shows that added 

'i, 

lightbulbs share the current and energy in 
, a series circuit? Did they realize that 

adding sprinklers makes the total water 
flow increase but adding lightbulbs 
reduces the total current and energy flow? 
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The Shared Water Flow Analogy (Continued) 

Improvements 	 Do I need to demonstrate the sprinklers 
ona hose alongside a comparable 
electric circuit and show the effects of 
adding $prinklers a~d lightbulbs? 

Science ContentStandard S, Physical Science, Grades 5-8: "Energy is transfetred't 
(NAS, 19%, p. ISS); "energy is an important property of substances and ... most 
change involves energy transfer" (NAS, 1996, p. 154). The Shared Water Flow 
f\ruilogy shp~~.~t~~t cutret\t does varying amOunts of work tittoughout 
th~ electti~~cllit. ~hysical Science, Grades 9~12, benefit from this analogy when 
It .is.tlSed f(l') fJxplam 9b.n1.'s 4w and "movmg electric ch<trges" (p. 180). 

S~gg~t~4$w:d.ent$ heed experience Wifh 2, :3 or 4 lightbulbs in series 
teaching with a 6V battery to see that increasmg the number of 
strategiesli,ghtbulbs leads to decreased btigntness. Lead students to 

th~. question, Why does this happen? Intuition suggests the 
sharing of a finife resource, and the Sprinkler Analogy 
expli;linscurrent phenomena m everyday terms. The main 
v~~u'ecof the analogy is its ability to raise the question, Why 
are the lightbulbs duller than expected? This paves the way 
fot ·· the Field Analogy. 

Resources I' '6V battery, lightbulbs and wires; hose with 3 or 4 
sprinklerS-best if sprinklers can be added. 

Appli.ca.tioll,al 	SUItable for middle and high school students. MO$t 
effective when followed by The Field Analogy. 

The School Gymnasium 

Analogy for Parallel Circuits 


Compare Circuits 1 and 2: 1 battery + 1 globe and 1 battery + 2 lightbulbs 
in paralleL The lightbulbs are all equally bright, and the battery in Circuit 
1 lasts twice as long as the battery in Circuit 2. Why do lightbulbs 2 and 3 
glow as brightly as globe 1, and why does the Circuit 2 battery last only 
half as long as Circuit l's? The opposite happened when lightbulbs 2 and 
3 were connected in series. This can be explained using The School 
Gymnasium Analogy (see Figure 8.12). 

Students can leave the gym with two open exits twice as fast as is possi
ble with only one exit open. This analogy can be modified to have halls with 

1 or 3 exits open, to model circuits with 1 and 3 lightbulbs in parallel, 
or 

2 or 3 exits open, to model 2 and 3 lightbulbs connected in paralleL 
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Figure 8.12 The School Gymnasium Analogy for Parallel Circuits 
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A variation on this analogy can be used to simulate a series circuit (or 
mixed parallel-series circuits). If there are a series of doors that each line of 
students has to pass through, the rate of escape drops off-the more doors, 
the slower the line flows. This is like several lightbulbs connected in a line 
(in series). The slower flow of students is analogous to the slower the cur
rent, the dimmer the lightbulbs. 

Alternative Strategy 

If you have an imaginative class that has regular experience with gym 
meetings and that has constructed parallel circuit lightbulbs and won
dered why they are brighter than series lightbulbs, they may even suggest 
this analogy. My Grade 11 class did, and Mark Cosgrove's (1995) Grade 9 
students also constructed a similar analogy. Don't underestimate student 
imagination. 

Circuit 1 with 

1 battery and 

1 globe is like 


a school hall full 

of students with 


only one exit open 


Circuit with 2 with 

1 battery and 


2 globes is like a 

school hall full 


of students with 

two exits open 
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Focus 

Acti()n 

The School Gymnasium Analogy 

for Parallel Circuits 


Con(.:~pt 	 Parallel electric circuits function as 
independent circuits. Two lightbulbs 
connected in parallel glow equally bright; 
each globe re.ceives the battery's full 
volti:lge i:l11d they divide the current 
between them. 

Students 	 After a s€hooI meeting, students can exit 
the gytn twice as fast if two doors are 
open. than if one is open; open three 
doots and they exit three times as fast. 

Analog 	 This is sometimesci:llled the teeming 
crowd analogy; the rate students leave a 
school gym depends on the number of 
doors bpert~this is like a circu,it with 
lightbulbs connected in parallel. 

Ukes,.......Mapping the Anal()g to the Target 


Target-Parallel chcuit 
Analog-Students lightbulbs receiving the 
leaving a school full voltage and dividing 
gym after a meeting the cutrent 

GymfuU of students fully; charged battery 
for a meeting 

Students exiting through 1 One globe in the circuit 
open dOOr 

Students exiting through 2 Two lightbulbs .cannected 
oPen doors in parallel 

Speed of exit through each Each globe receives same 
door the same voltage and current 

2 doors open hall empties 2 lightbulbs in parallel, 
twke as fast battery runs flat twice as 

fast 

Urtlikes:-Whetethe Analogy Breaks Down 

• Two lightbulbs often do not draw as much current as two 
separate circuits of! globe plus 1 battery. 

• 	Depending ort the number of exits, the emptying rate 
maybe like or'ne>t like the circuit. 

• People st(.}p, talk i:l11d jostle each other as they leave a 
gym; electron flow is regular. 
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The School Gymnasium Analogy 
for Parallel Circuits (Continued) 

Reflection Conclusion 	 Did the studehtsIirik the rate of flow 

ftom a gym with the flow ofelectrons. 

in an electric circuit? Dolneed another 

explanation or a supporting analogy 

nextJesson? 


hjpr~vements 	 Do we need to simulate this in our 
classroom (if it has two doors)? Can I 
c;ustomize this analogy to our school 
gym :tlext time I tea.ch parallel circuits? 

Science ContentStandard B,Physical Science, Grades 5-8: ('Energy is 

transferred" (NAS. 1996, p; 155,; "energy is an importantproperty of 

substances and ... most change involves energy transfer" (NAS, 1996, 

p. 154). The School Gymnasium Analdgy.shows the rates at which electric 

current flows in series and parallel circuits. Physical ScieEce, Grades 9-12, 

benefit from this analogy when it is used to explain QJ:mt's Law and ~'moving 


electric charges" (p. 180). 


i Suggested Role-play is an excellent way to establish this analogy's 
t~aching ideas; should I lead the role-p~!:l.yor let the students 
sb'ategies organize it (class age is a factorh,ere)? Could an older or 

more able class derive this analogy from their own 
experiences with circuits and school life? 

Resources 	 Recent experience with a school meeting; ability to 

simulate this in the dassroom. ·Overhead transparency 

diagram of two or three gym setups. Our this be modeled~ 


on a recent disaster where people had to escape from a 

dangerousbuiIding (older students only)? 


Applications 	 Works well with middle school and high school students 

The Continuous Train Analogy 
for Current Conservation in a Series Circuit 

The idea that electric current is used up in an electric circuit is a common 
belief. After all, batteries go flat or die and flashlights gradually grow dim, 
and the current decreases with time. The current reduces, say students, 
because the current returning to the battery is less than the current going 
to the bulb: hence, current is gradually used up. Tasker and Osborne (1985) 
found this conception in up to 40% of 10- to 16-year-olds. 

Various analogies and models have been used to help students under
stand that the current out equals current back and that current is never 
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used up in a lightbulb or motor. It is energy that is used up, or better, trans
ferred from the battery to the lightbulb or motor. 

A useful analogy to address this intuitive idea is that of the continuous 
train; however, it is contrived because continuous trains do not exist 
except as toys. The version that Dupin and Johsua (1989) used is shown 
in Figure 8.13 and has workers pushing the train cars (representing the 
battery) and an obstruction on the tracks slows it down (representing the 
lightbulb). 

Another version of The Continuous Train Analogy is shown in 
Figure 8.14, and this one shows people boarding the train at one station 
(battery) and alighting from the train at the other station (lightbulb). In this 
model, the train carriages represent the current and the people represent 
the energy. 

Figure 8.13 	 Continuous Train Pushed by Workers (Bottom Box) Slowed Down 
by Sand Obstruction (Top Box) 

,0\ 
,---

[ _] 

I 

o 
Figure 8.14 Continuous Train With People Boarding at One Station (Battery) 

and Alighting at the Other (Lightbulb) 
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When using either analogy, discuss the artificial nature of the analogy 
with the students. If students are unsure of the analog or feel it is too artificial, 
then abandon the analogy. Aubusson and Fogwill (2006), however, show 
that even flawed analogies yield effective learning outcomes if the discus
sion is critical and comprehensive. The moral is, don't attempt an analogy 
you don't fully understand. Alternative current conservation-energy trans
fer models include The Escalator Analogy, The Bicycle Chain Analogy, and 
The Conveyer Belt Analogy (see Chapter 4). These three analogies use 
moving steps, chains, or belts to representing electric current, and they use 
people, work, and coal to represent energy transfer. These correspondences 
are drawn more fully in the following table. 

Electric Electrical 
Current Energy Battery Lightbulb 


Analogy Represented Represented Represented Represented 

or Model by by by by 


Continuous Train People Station where Station 

Train with carriages riding on people board where 

People the train people alight 

Analogy 


Escalator Moving People Where Where 

Analogy steps in riding people step peop1e step 


escalator escalator onto escalator off escalator 


Bicycle The Energy going Feet driving Rotation 

Chain bicycle from pedals the pedals of rear 

Analogy chain to back wheel wheel 


Conveyer Rubber Coal, sand, Mine Loading 

Belt Analogy conveyer belt rock rock face a train 


The Continuous Train Analogy for 
Current Conservation in a Series Circuit 

Focus Concept 	 Electricity only flows in closed circuits; 

energy is consumed (or more accurately, 

transformed) in electric circuits, but 

current is conserved. Remember, energy 

is hard to model. 


Students 	 Students think that current is consumed 
because batteries go flat and flashlights 
go dim. Some believe that the current 
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The Continuous Train Analogy for 
Current Conservation in a Series Circuit (Continued) 

going from the battery to the bulb 
exceeds the current going from the bulb 
to battery. They are familiar with toy 
trains and escalators. 

Analog 	 A continuous train carrying people 
(energy) from one station to another. 
The train is not used up. 

Action 	 Like$~Mapping the Anal<>g t<> the Target 
, 

Analog-Continuous Target-Current irt a 
train series circuit 

Train carriages 	 Charge carriers or 
electrons 

Carriages moving 	 Electric current flowing 

Train track 	 Complete or closed 
circuit 

Passengers 	 Energy 

Station where passengers Battery 
board train 

Station where passengers Lightbulb 
leave train 

Unlikes-Where the Analogy Breaks Down 

• People or cargo are used to represent energy, but energy 
is not a substance. 

• When one teacher used this analogy, her class concluded 
that the train slowed down as it passed through the 
IIobstacle" representing the resistance. Current does not 
slow dowrt when it passes through a resistance. 

• This analogy only works for simple series circuits. 

Reflection Conclusion 	 Were my formative assessments of 
analog-target mappings apptopriate? 
Should I recapitulate the analogy or 
use a further analogy next class? 

bnprovements 	 If the continuous train caused 
problems, is the bicycle chain, 
escalator, or aquarium water circuit a 
better choice? Should I use a suite of 
complementary analogies next time? 
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S1,lggest~c,1. As.with all 'curte ·on analogi~S/ ·the 

teaching shoald be ~groun .ences with ~fmple 

sttategies parallels c;ircuits. Use of e Tasker and Osborne (1985) 


qUizzes is recommendecl'. The }d only .pe 
introduced when stUdents claim' t c ft is used up or ., 
when they cannot explain circui{problems. Where possible, 
ask students to mae the al}jllogy ~d critique it. .Once they 
undersfandThe Contint1~,us 'Fra~.Analogy, can they 
c.onsttuct ~other (e..g~, Bicycle Cham Analogy, Escalator 

Resources 	 Toy continuous train 

trapsparency. Young classe 

at"the M&M's a~logy 

one, if easily.available. 


Applications 	 Suitable for middle and high 

expected of students should 


The M&M's Circle Analogy 
for Electric Current 

This model helps children make sense of the difference between energy 
that is consumed in an electric circuit and the current that is conserved. It's 
designed as a role-play so students can act out the circuit processes. 

Clear away the desks and chairs and mark a large circle on the floor 
(use colored rope or ribbon). Place one colored piece of cardboard (labeled 
"Battery") on one side of the circle and opposite it another piece of colored 
cardboard called "Lightbulb." Note: this analogy is not perfect and the 
flaws are good opportunities to discuss the analogy'S meaning. 

Ask the students, "What do you think of when I say energy?" A popu
lar answer is "food." Go on to say something like this: "Now electric cir
cuits need energy to work, so we're going to pretend that each person is a 
little piece of electricity and these M&M's are the electrical energy. All 
these pieces of electricity (you students in the circuit) can move around, 
but you need something to make you move-that's what the M&M's are 
for." Students might even suggest this if you ask them. 
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Have the students stand on the marked circle (see Figure 8.15), ready 
to move. The circle moves in a direction decided by the students. Why 
does the circle move? It moves because the teacher or student standing at 
the Battery card gives students a small push as each passes the card. The 
Battery person also gives each student two M&M's. Continue your direc
tions: "You can eat one of the M&M's to give you energy to move, and 
when you reach the Lightbulb card, you give the other one to Kerry, the 
Lightbulb person. When Kerry receives your M&M, she waves her hands 
over her head. What do you think this represents?" We sincerely hope the 
students will reply, "The lightbulb glowing." Another way to simulate the 
idea of the lightbulb glowing with energy is to put a box on the Lightbulb 
card. Students have to step onto the box and down again as they eat the 
second M&M (this model is more hygienic). 

Two revolutions of the circle are enough for the students to get the 
idea. It's important to rehearse the analogy and discuss it again afterward. 
It's also essential to map out where this analogy works and where it breaks 
down. It's not perfect, and most electric circuit analogies are imperfect. 
This is an excellent discussion point for models and explanations. 

In the discussion, pose questions like these: What do the Battery and 
Lightbulb people represent? Why did we draw a circle? Would it help 
if we linked arms? What do the two M&M's represent? (Is there a problem 
here? Yes, the M&M's do different things.) How can we improve the 
drama? Will the drama continue indefinitely? No. Why? (The hoped-for 
answer would be, "When we run out of M&M's, the battery's flat!") 

Figure 8.15 The M&M's Circle Analogy for Electric Current 

NOTE: The candy circle role-play is shown. For the M&M's Analogy, replace each lollipop 
with two M&M's per person. 
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The M&M's Circle Analogy for Electric Current 

Focus <:oncept only flows in complete circuits; 
ener onsumed (oJ: transformed} in 
electric circuits but current is conserv~d. 
Energy is hard to model. 

Students adily associate energy with 
food; M&M's are well.ktwwn 'and 
liked (and they're hign energy food). 

Analog Students in a circle receive two M&M's 
.1 from the designiited biittery; one is used to 
make the electricitx n::t0ve and the other to 
make the bulb glow wneil theygef to it. 

Action 

Analog-SbidenlS moving 
in a circle eating M&M's 

Students in a circle 

Student or teacheJ;' 

Target-<;:ir~uit with one 
battery and one.1).utb 
transferring energy 

Electrons in ii wire 

Ele<;trons moving around 
pushing circle 

M&M's 

Person giVing out M&M's 

a simple cir.cuit 

Student eating first M&M 	 Energy used to mal<e 
electrons move 

Giving M&M to Electricq! energy maJrdng 
Light~un~ person .~ .tlfe bUlltl glow

\ . '" 

Stepping ohto box .and . Conversion ofelettrical 
eatingM&M energy into light 

Lightbulb person Lightbulb glows, 
eatsM&M producing heat and light 

Unlikes-Wher~ the Analogy Breaks pown 

• Circuit wires rarely consume as much energy as a 
lightbulbf but both :representatives get an M&M 

• M&M's~renbt lleiiUy ~ergy (though they release 
energy), butelectricity is ene . 

• Electricity is d,epided as mo objects, whereas 
electricity is an inferactive effect: not a suqstance. 
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The M&M's Circle Analogy for Electric Current (Continued) 

Reflection 'Cohclusion Did the role-play enable the students 
to differentiflte between energy 
consumption (M&M's) and current 
conservation (students. remaIning 
intact)? If the students' ideas remain 
tenuous, wiU a parallel analogy like 
The Continuous Train Analogy help 
clarify the concepts? 

Improvements If the rOle-play was tea,cher led, is it 
time to move toward a more student
designed drama.? 

Science Content Standard B,Physical Science, Grades 5-8: "E'nergy is 
transferred" (NAS, 1996, p . 155); "electrical circuits prOVide a means of 
transferring electrical energy" (p. 155). The M&M's Role-Play shows that 
current is conserVed in a circuit andehergy is transferred from its source 
to devices that convert the electrical energy into other energy forms. 

Suggested 	 :Role-play enga,ges students at many levels: from telling 
teaching 	 them the scenario through to allowing them.to discuss 
strategies 	 circuit concepts and design the analogy. Role-pla.y works 

best wnen students make Circuits, identify the explanatory 
problems, discuss the conditions for an active circuit, and 
identify what they need to know. 

Resources 	 Batteries, light glObes, and wires; M&M's, colored rope or 
ribbon, cardboard markers for Battery and Lightbulb, box 
or step stool (optional). 

Appl.cations 	 Grades 5-8; for yo\Jt!.ger grades, teachers should lead the 
role-play, older grades can enact it as a project. 

NOTE: Ken Appleton is thanked for his rendition of this analogy. Ken acknowledges the 
input of the Children's Learning in Science group at Waikato University in New Zealand. 

The Field Analogy for Electric Circuits 

Gravity, magnetism, and electricity are forces that act at a distance. These 
forces spread throughout the space in which they operate, and we call this 
space a field. But just what is a gravitational, magnetic, or electric field? 
Where does the field metaphor come from? Michael Faraday invented field 
ideas to describe the sphere of influence of a magnet or electric charge. The 
problem in using this metaphor with students is that field concepts are rarely 
fully explained. Teachers assume students know when they really don't. 
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Fields take their name from specific areas that are used for agriculture, 
war, or sport. A soccer game is played on a field and the teams interact 
within this space and nothing of consequence to the game happens outside 
the field. The contest uses a ball, skills, and team players and is controlled 
by rules. Whether a team wins or loses is determined by the interaction of 
all the players. If you remove or restore a star player to the soccer team, 
that player usually affects every other player on both teams on the field. 
The field metaphor also applies to agriculture-the soil, plants, rain, fertil
izer, and animals (if it is a grazing field) all interact to determine the 
farmer's profit or loss. The field concept is as an interaction, and the field's 
parts affect all other parts, or we can borrow from John Donne and say, "no 
part is an island, entire of itself." 

Fields are used to explain force at a distance. It is an abstract idea, and 
lines of force is an analogy. The direction of a magnet's field is shown by the 
direction of its lines of force. The strength of the magnetic field is described 
by the closeness of the lines of force. But here's a problem: In weak fields, 
the lines of force are far apart. The diagram shown in Figure 8.16 implies 
that there is no force in the space between the lines, but there is. The anal
ogy is often misinterpreted. 

Figure 8.16 A Soccer Field Is Like a Complex Electric Circuit 
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Most of the difficulties with teaching electric circuits occur because 
teachers try to explain circuit properties in terms of their parts rather than 
their interactions. Think about an electric circuit with three or more light
bulbs connected in series and parallels. Expert teachers tell students, 
"Look at the overall circuit; don't concentrate on the parts, because it's the 
interactive whole that helps you work out currents and voltages." 

The Field Analogy is a useful way to explain electric circuits when 
properly developed. Just like a magnet, batteries have lines of electric field 
joining the positive and negative terminals (Hewitt, 1999, p. 541). In a com
plete circuit, the conducting wires provide an excellent pathway for the 
lines of electric force to join the positive and negative terminals. Most of 
the electric field is confined to the conducting path. The battery, wires, fil
aments, and coils interact with each other to determine the field's strength 
and direction. The circuit functions as a unit. It is as if the field knows 
where every part of the circuit is, how they connect to and affect each 
other, and what they do. This is like a football team that interacts and plays 
together. No member of the team can do anything without affecting the 
other members. 

The field concept explains how one bulb in a mixed series and parallel 
circuit seems to know that there is another bulb some distance along the 
wire that needs to share the electrical energy. The electric field takes the 
easiest path through the circuit, and the electrons flow best where the elec
tric field is strongest. 

The Field Analogy for Electric Circuits 

,Focus Concept 

.Students 

Analog 

Electric and magnetic forces act at a 
distance, and their spheres of influence are 
described as fields. They exert their effect 
throughout the field, diminishing with 

. distance from the source. Electric fields can 
. be used to explain the flow of electricity in 

both sirnple and complex circuits . 

Students know about playing fields an<i the 
.team games that are played on fields (e.g., 
football, soccer). They know that a team 
succeeds if it furtctions as a whole and not 
as separate parts. 

In ·a football team, all the players function 
asa unit; in like marmer an electric circuit 
functions as a whole and acts as if each 
part knows what every other part in the 
field is doing. 
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The Field Analogy for Electric Circuits (Continued) 

Refledion 
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The Field Analogy for Electric Circuits (Continued) 

Science Content$tandlfl'd]3, Phy~it;;u' ~ience, Cra4es 9-12: "Interactions of 
energy and matter'" (NAS, r~996, p.18Q);iHe"rield Analogy explains how an 
electric field (in a coiit1uct61')iapplie~ motive;fotce to the charge carriers, 
which flow easily and create, an el~ctric current. 

Suggesteq ' Introdu~ethis 'in~taphor when students are having trouble 
teaching ' witit:a sei:ies PI' complex circuit. The sports field analogies 
stJ:'ategies work best when the sfudents realize they can't explain 

apllertomenclJ1 (e.g., aow dOe$the first bulb"detect" that 
there are o~rsinthe ;clj:<:uit? Discuss a recent popular 
big garne tointroduc.ethefiel<i concept. 

Resourc~ +.1.!ightbulbs, ~~:tf~.ries,and wires, newspaper or video 
, accounts pf a)~:fecent game. Demonstrate a magnetic iield or 
naveanOH1'(teineruber that a magnetic field is an analogy 
for the ~~ectticfield). . 

Applications 	 Grades9;---1&.•This isa powertulanalogy, but be sure you 
can wOrl{'ifthrough: 1his"analogy is best used as a 
cu~atit\g explanation for electric circuits. The analogy 
etRPhasiz~ the fadt~qte!ectric circuits ate rule-based 

:tionr-a l;:ircuit isal"! interactive process, not bits 
On titeirown. 
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